
Our products aren’t always obvious,
but the reasons for selecting them are.

Quality is Behind the Diamond.



The attraction of a diamond can’t be fully explained by its flawlessness. The long odds 

against its ever being created adds a luster all of its own. After all, a diamond isn’t just 

perfection, it’s rare perfection. Making it the perfect symbol for our logo and our aspirations. 

Over the years our diamond has earned its own reputation for a unique level of quality, the 

result of a fusion of commitment, innovation and experience. All of which become apparent 

when you look closely.

Quality is Behind the Diamond.

They’re not even close.

Do more with less.

When it comes to restaurant fire suppression, our competitors can’t come close to us, literally. For proof just examine 

the nozzle placement of our Zone Defense system. You might have to look carefully since our nozzles are tucked higher 

up in the hood than the competitor’s design. There are also fewer of them. But don’t think that means our systems are 

less capable. In fact, because our Zone Defense is inherently more effective, you can use fewer nozzles and place them 

higher, out of the way. Yet still meet all the industry safety standards.

Besides having fewer nozzles, our fire suppression systems use less Wet Chemical agent thanks to an overlapping 

spray design (an innovation we pioneered). We don’t require you to route piping to an external source. With Amerex, 

the agent is in a nearby tank. Everything is self-contained for lower maintenance costs.

They’re not even close.

Do more with less.



Peace of mind is part of each system.

All Amerex Restaurant Fire Suppression Systems offer: 

• Less agent, fewer nozzles and higher nozzle height

• Around the clock protection with automatic detection

• Three detection options—fusible links, linear pneumatic and linear fusible link

• Wet Chemical agent with a low pH that’s non-corrosive to stainless steel 

• Pre-filled pressurized tank for reliability and ease of maintenance 

• Listings with all major manufacturers of gas valves

• ANSI/UL300, ULC/ORD 125.6-1995, LPCB, CE marked, MEA and SOLAS listings

Two choices. Same performance.

Amerex KP Restaurant Fire Suppression System

Amerex offers two systems to meet the industry’s varying needs. 

With the Amerex KP Restaurant Fire Suppression System you get 

appliance-specific coverage that typically offers lower initial cost. 

The KP system is ideal for uses where appliance location is fixed 

such as in fast food chains, casual dining, cruise ships and school 

cafeterias.

Amerex ZD Restaurant Fire Suppression System

The Amerex ZD Restaurant Fire Suppression System adds 

greater flexibility by letting you reconfigure a kitchen or move 

appliances without moving nozzles. Because of its adaptability, 

this system is the most cost effective choice over the life of the 

system. The ZD system was designed with fine dining, culinary 

schools, military facilities, hotels and hospitals in mind.

DETECTIOn ACTuATIOn DISChARgE



A tradition of firsts.

The safest decision you’ll ever make.

When you choose Amerex you’re taking advantage of a history of innovation. Among our restaurant industry firsts 

are the self-contained, overlapping protection of our Zone Defense and the use of linear pneumatic tubing for detection. 

As the world leader in handheld fire extinguishers, we were uniquely qualified to create the first Wet Chemical fire 

extinguisher tested and approved for Class K listing by uL. 

We know you’ve got a lot of choices. We also know fire suppression isn’t something to take lightly. We never have 

and it shows in our innovation, quality and commitment to service. Amerex Corporation has been providing fire fighting 

products since 1971. We are the worldwide leader in hand portable and wheeled fire extinguishers. Our product line 

also includes vehicle fire suppression, gas detection, industrial systems and clean agent systems. And our products are 

made in the u.S.A.

A tradition of firsts.

The safest decision you’ll ever make.



Quality is Behind the Diamond.
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